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Abstract

�e principal objective of the research was 

to comparatively analyse loop modules and 

Munden constants of single we� knitted fab-

rics made from core-spun yarns with elas-

tane and those made from conventional yarns 

without elastane. An additional objective was 

to experimentally de�ne loop modules and 

Munden constants for compact knitted struc-

tures. �e investigated knitted structures were 

made from viscose and polyacrylonitrile yarns 

with incorporated elastane and without elas-

tane, respectively. �e samples were knitted in 

two densities, and dry, or dry and wet relaxed 

(consolidated). �e values of the parameters of 

an open, normal and compact knitted structure 

were analysed. �e supercompact knitted struc-

ture was de�ned. 

Keywords: knitting, knitted structure, loop 

modules, Munden constants, cover factor

-

-

delek nujna natančno projektiranje pletene strukture ter stalna 

1 Introduction

Aesthetic, quality and performance properties 

of knitted fabrics/knitwear are in!uenced by 

the parameters of yarn, knitting machine and 
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-

-

-

Zbitost/poroznost strukture je bila najpogosteje ocenjevana na 

-

-

-

-

Za pripravo vzorcev pletiv so bile uporabljene prstanske preje, iz-

-

kna so bila izbrana zaradi različnega izvora (naravni, sintetični 

-

-

postopkih: muliné sukana preja

obsukana preja
oplaščena preja 

-

-

akrilonitrilnega prediva izdelani tudi prstanski predivni preji brez 

-

relativno nizko vitje prej, ki se največkrat uporabljajo za pletenje, 

the environment. �e quality and the optimal 

raw material selection along with the planning 

of the structural and process parameters of the 

knitted structure are of key importance for the 

contemporary knitting production.

Knitting is a complex dynamic process, there-

fore, an accurate planning of the knitted struc-

ture and a constant control of knitting parame-

ters are essential for a quality knitted product. 

An optimal compact/porous knitted structure 

signi�cantly in!uences the dimensional and 

comfort properties of knitted fabrics and in 

consequence, has an important impact on its 

quality. 

2 Knitted fabric parameters

Numerous authors [1–22] have studied geo-

metrical loop models and analysed the struc-

tural parameters of the knitted structure. �e 

examination of knitted fabrics made from 

yarns of di%erent material composition knit-

ted under di%erent process conditions and re-

laxed with di%erent methods resulted in a wide 

range of values of individual structural param-

eters and loop modules. Similar to the authors 

of geometrical loop models, some researchers 

have described and/or mathematically de�ned 

an open, normal (ideal) and compact knitted 

structure. �ey mainly examined knitted fab-

rics made from conventional yarns without the 

elastane core.

�e compactness/porosity of the knitted struc-

ture was most o�en evaluated on the basis of 

the length module, Munden constants, loop 

shape factor or density coe&cient, respectively, 

and cover factor value. Rarely, it was evaluat-

ed on the basis of the surface and volume loop 

module values [1–34]. �ere is no trace in the 

scienti�c literature of the horizontal and the 

vertical compactness of the real fabric evalu-

ation on the basis of the width and the height 

loop module, and the width and the length in-

terlacing factor. 

3 Experimental: sample preparation  
 and research methods 

For the preparation of knitted samples, ring-

spun yarns were used. �ey were made to or-
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-

-

vljeni:

 – z uporabo prej, izdelanih po različnih predilnih/sukalnih po-

lastnosti, 

 –
 –

-

-

-

-

-

-

Zaradi strukture, velike razteznosti in visoke elastične povratnosti 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

der from two types of staple �bres, i.e. viscose 

(CV) and polyacrylonitrile (PAN). �e viscose 

and polyacrylonitrile �bres were selected due 

to their di%erent origin (natural, synthetic pol-

ymer), and consecutive di%erent hydrophili-

ty and shrinking behaviour during wet process-

es. Furthermore, they were selected due to the 

previous extensive research of the dimension-

al stability of knitted structures with an iden-

tical material composition [29, 30, 9, 10, 35]. 

From each raw material, elastomeric core-

spun yarns with the same linear density were 

made to order by three di%erent spinning/twist-

ing processes, i.e. muliné twisted yarn (com-

posed of elastomeric core-spun yarn and yarn 

without elastane, both ring-spun), core-twist-

ed yarn (elastane �lament yarn, core-twist-

ed with two ring-spun yarns) and core-spun 

yarn (yarn with an elastane core and staple �-

bre sheath covering). For comparison, also ring-

spun yarns without elastane from 100% viscose 

and 100% polyacrylonitrile �bres with equal 

linear density as elastane core-spun yarns were 

produced. 

Muliné twisted yarns and core-twisted yarns 

were produced with the nominal twist of 500S, 

while single yarns (elastane core-spun yarns 

and comparative ring-spun yarns without elas-

tane) were produced with the nominal twist of 

221–281Z. Such a twist was estimated as opti-

mal. A relatively low yarn twist which is usual 

for knitting yarns causes a variable yarn diam-

eter [34], while a high yarn twist increases the 

possibility of an undesired spirality deformation 

of the knitted fabric which obstructs the execu-

tion of precise measurements [36].     

Knitted samples with di%erent levels of com-

pactness of the structure were prepared with: 

 – use of yarns with di%erent extension, elastic 

and relaxation properties, produced by vari-

ous spinning/ twisting processes,

 – knitting with two couliering depths, and

 – dry and dry&wet relaxation (consolidation) 

of knitted fabrics.

�e knitted samples were produced on the elec-

tronic !at we� knitting machine UNIVER-

SAL MC 720, gauge E8. �e yarn was on bob-

bins, not wound and not waxed. All samples 

were knitted with an equal yarn input tension, 

equal knitted fabric take-o% and at identical 
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environment conditions. From each yarn, the 

samples were knitted in two densities. A more 

dense structure was produced with the coulier-

ing depth setting 9, while a looser structure was 

made with the couliering depth setting 11. 

First, all samples were statically dry relaxed. 

�ey were placed unloaded to the standard 

environment for 72 hours. A�er the dry re-

laxation, a half portion of each sample was 

additionally dynamically wet relaxed (consoli-

dated). �e processing temperature was adjust-

ed to the weak link, i.e. polyacrylonitrile �bres. 

�e consolidation process comprised laun-

dering in the household wash-dryer ELEC-

TROLUX EW 1247W at 30 °C (delicate laun-

dry programme), short spinning, 40-minute 

drying (delicate laundry programme), four cy-

cles of short rinsing and 40-minute tumble dry-

ing (delicate laundry programme), and placing 

wet relaxed samples !at to the standard envi-

ronment for at least 24 hours a�er the drying 

was �nished. 

Due to their structure, high extensibility and 

high elastic recovery of the elastane core yarns, 

signi�cant changes of the elastane core yarn 

thickness were expected a�er the dynamic wet 

relaxation (consolidation) of knitted fabrics. 

Table 1: Yarn samples description
ya

rn
 la

b
el

yarn type

yarn 

linear 

density 

(tex)

twist 

)

-

nacity 

)

-

tension value thin 

places

thick 

places
nobs

yarn with 

elastane

core-twisted 

yarn with 

elastane

core-spun yarn 

with elastane 

ring-spun yarn 

without 

elastane

Table 2: Yarn and knitted fabric samples labelling

ya
rn

 la
b

el yarn labelling

relaxation type
yarn 

label
relaxation type

dense loose

dry relaxation dry relaxation

consolidation consolidation

dry relaxation dry relaxation

consolidation consolidation

dry relaxation dry relaxation

consolidation consolidation

dry relaxation dry relaxation

consolidation consolidation

dry relaxation dry relaxation

consolidation consolidation

dry relaxation dry relaxation

consolidation consolidation

dry relaxation dry relaxation

consolidation consolidation

dry relaxation dry relaxation

consolidation consolidation
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Table 3: Density coe&cient C, cover factor K, width interlacing factor Vs and length interlacing factor Vd of dry 
and dry & wet relaxed (consolidated), dense and loose structures

label 

(relaxation type) C
K
(tex )

Vs Vd C
K
(tex )

Vs Vd

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

* loop length ℓ

0.00 

0.50 

1.00 

1.50 

2.00 

2.50 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

co
ve

r 
fa

ct
o

r 
K

 (
te

x1
/2

m
m

–
1
) 

sample 

Sg Mg Sr Mr 

Figure 1: Cover factor of dry and dry & wet relaxed (consolidated), 
dense and loose knitted fabrics

�erefore, yarns were relaxed simultaneously 

with the knitted fabrics in order to calculate the 

parameters of the dry and wet relaxed (consoli-

dated) knitted structure. �e dry relaxed yarns 

were placed unloaded to the standard environ-

ment for 72 hours; they were unwound from 

the bobbins without any turns loss. To avoid 

the ru<ing of yarns in the laundering machine 

drum during rotation, the yarns were dynami-

cally wet relaxed with a 2-hour soaking of the 

threads in the water at 30 °C with occasional 

stirring. A�erwards, they were dried simultane-

ously with the investigated knitted fabrics in the 

wash-dryer ELECTROLUX EW 1247W at the 

delicate laundry programme.
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Table 4: Width α, height β, linear δ, area δpl and volume loop module δv of dry and dry & wet relaxed (consoli-
dated), dense and loose knitted fabrics

label 

(relaxation type) α β δ δ
pl

δ
v

α β δ δ
pl

δ
v

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

* yarn thickness d
prS 

calculations

C C = 
-

-

-

-

K pri vseh 

-

vs ℓ in 

A
dolžina zanke ℓ =  dpr A =  dpr, je vs = 

niti vs

4 Results and discussion

�e knitted fabric density coe&cient (cf. Ta-

ble 3) decreases with wet relaxation with all in-

vestigated knitted fabrics, i.e. dense and loose 

knitted fabrics, structures with and without 

elastane. It occurs, since the vertical density in-

creases more than the horizontal density. With 

all dense structures, the density coe&cient is 

lower than the recommended value C = 0.866, 

calculated by Dalidovič [23] for the ideal, i.e. 

normal, structure. �e closest values to the ide-

al structure are exhibited by the knitted fabrics 

made from yarns without elastane (Samples 7 

and 8). �e loose knitted fabrics exhibit higher 

density coe&cients than the dense knitted fab-

rics. Among them, only the fabrics knitted from 

yarns without elastane get close to the ideal val-

ue. In most cases, the density coe&cients of the 
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Figure 2: Width loop module of dry and dry & wet relaxed (consoli-
dated), dense and loose knitted fabrics

Figure 3: Linear loop module of dry and dry & wet relaxed (consoli-
dated), dense and loose knitted fabrics
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Vs  =  se naj-

bolj približajo pletiva iz prej brez elastanskega jedra ter suho rela-

Vd ℓ in 

B
dolžina zanke ℓ =  dpr B = √

—
dpr, je Vd = 

-

nja niti Vd -

Vd =  se najbolj 

α A in debeli-

no preje dpr

-

A =  dpr, 
α = -

α <  

knitted fabrics from viscose yarns are lower 

than the density coe&cients of the knitted fab-

rics from polyacrylonitrile yarns.

From Table 3 and Figure 1, it can be seen that 

the cover factor K increases with the wet relax-

ation (consolidation) at all knitted fabrics. �e 

increase is higher with the structures from the 

elastane core yarns, since they shrink more dur-

ing wet processes, which leads to the yarn thick-

ness increase and consequently to the yarn lin-

ear density increase. �e loop length increase 

is low. �e cover factor of knitted fabrics made 

from viscose yarns is higher than the cover fac-

tor of adequate knitted fabrics made from poly-

acrylonitrile yarns. 

�e width interlacing factor Vs describes the 

ratio between the loop length ℓ and the loop 

width A. According to Dalidovič [23], the loop 

length is ℓ = 16.64 dpr , the loop width is A = 

4dpr and therefore, the width interlacing fac-

tor is Vs = 4.16 in the case of a normal knit-

ted structure. From Table 3, it can be seen that 

the knitted fabrics from the ring-spun yarns 

without elastane core exhibit the lowest width 

interlacing factor. �e knitted fabrics without 

the elastane core and the dry relaxed compact 

structures from the elastane core yarns get the 

closest to the value of the ideal width interlac-

ing factor for the normal knitted structure Vs = 

4.16.

�e height interlacing factor Vd describes the 

ratio between the loop length ℓ and the loop 

height B. With the normal knitted structure ac-

cording to Dalidovič [23], the loop length is ℓ 

= 16.64 dpr , the loop height is B = 2√
—
3 dpr and 

consequently, the height interlacing factor Vd = 

4.81. Table 3 shows that the knitted structures 

made from yarns without the elastane core ex-

hibit the lowest length interlacing factor Vd . �e 

knitted structures made from yarns without the 

elastane core get the closest to the value of the 

ideal length interlacing factor for the normal 

knitted structure vd = 4.81.

�e width loop module α is the ratio between the 

loop width A and the yarn thickness dpr . It shows 

to which extent the loop is �lled with yarn in the 

width direction, i.e. the widthwise compactness 

of the loop. With a normal knitted structure, 

where the needle and sinker arcs are in contact 

[23], the loop width is A = 4dpr , therefore, in this 
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Table 5: Munden constants of dry and dry & wet relaxed (consolidated), dense and loose knitted fabrics

label

(relaxation type) K K K K K K K K

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

* loop length ℓ

α > -

ti, da so vsa gosto pletena pletiva prečno zbita, pri redko pletenih 

-

-

-

β B in debeli-

no preje dpr

-

B = √
—

dpr β = -

β < -

β >  
-

-

-

-

case, the width loop module is α = 4. A lower 

value of the width loop module α < 4 indicates 

the widthwise compact structure, while the high-

er value of the width loop module α > 4 indi-

cates the widthwise open structure. From Table 4 

and Figure 2, it can be seen that all dense knitted 

structures are widthwise compact. Loose knitted 

fabrics exhibit a widthwise compact structure 

when made from elastane core yarns, while the 

loose knitted fabrics made from yarns without 

elastane exhibit a widthwise open structure. �e 

widthwise compactness indicates that the yarn is 

compressed within the interlacing points.

�e height loop module β is the ratio between 

the loop height B and the yarn thickness dpr. 

It shows to which extent the loop is �lled with 

yarn in the height direction, i.e. the lengthwise 

compactness of the loop. With the normal knit-

ted structure, where the needle and the sinker 

arcs are in contact [23], the loop height is B = 

2√
—
3 dpr ; therefore, in this case, the height loop 
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δ ℓ in pre-

dpr -

δ = δ = δ = 
δ = 

.

vzdolžno zbita vsa gosta pletiva, razen suho relaksiranega iz po-

-

-

ke δ -

 δpl -

-

-

δpl < -

δpl kot enaka pletiva iz 

 δpl redkih in 

-

 δpl redkih pletiv iz prej brez elastanskega 

δpl istovrstnih gostih ple-

δpl -

δv -

-

-

-

-

δv iz prej brez elastanskega jedra so po-

-

-

Ker je konstante določil na podlagi analize realnega uporabnega 

K1 D in kvadra-

ℓ . Ker se z relaksacijo dolžina zanke pri pre-

-

te K1

 

module is β = 3.46 [23]. A lower value of the 

height loop module β < 3.46 indicates a length-

wise compact structure while a higher value 

of the height loop module β > 3.46 indicates a 

lengthwise open knitted structure. From Ta-

ble 4, it can be seen that all dense knitted struc-

tures when made from elastane core yarns are 

lengthwise compact. �e loose knitted fabrics 

made from yarns without elastane exhibit a 

lengthwise open structure with an exception of 

the loose wet relaxed viscose knitted structure. 

�e latter has a distinctly lower loop height, pre-

sumably on account of the increased loop width, 

all due to the instability and deformation of the 

structure a�er a dynamic wet relaxation.

�e linear loop module δ is the ratio between 

the loop length ℓ and the yarn thickness dpr. It 

is one of the basic knitted fabric parameters, 

which describes the compactness of a structure. 

For a normal knitted structure, Peirce [4] de-

�ned δ = 16.66, Vekassy [39] de�ned δ = 17.33 

and Dalidovič [23] determined δ = 16.64. For 

a vertically compact structure, Vekassy [39] de-

�ned δ = 13.85.

From Table 4 and Figure 3, it can be seen that 

according to Dalidovič's criteria, all dense knit-

ted fabrics are compact while according to 

Vekassy, all dense knitted fabrics are length-

wise compact except for the dry relaxed fabric 

made from polyacrylonitrile yarn which only 

slightly exceeds the limit value. All loose knit-

ted fabrics made from elastane core yarns are 

also compact according to Dalidovič's criteria 

and all wet relaxed fabrics among them are si-

multaneously also lengthwise compact accord-

ing to Vekassy's criteria. �e linear loop mod-

ule δ decreases in all cases with wet relaxation 

due to the yarn thickness increase and the knit-

ted structure becomes even more compact.

�e area loop module δ
pl is the ratio between 

the rectangle that limits the loop area and the 

area of yarn forming the loop. It describes the 

�lling of the loop area unit with yarn. From Ta-

ble 4, it can be seen that all dense knitted fabrics 

have the loop area completely �lled with yarn. 

�e yarn is compressed as in all cases and the 

area loop module is δpl < 1. �erefore, all dense 

fabrics are compact. �e dense knitted fab-

rics made from yarns without the elastane core 

have a signi�cantly higher area loop module  
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vrednost konstante K1 K1 = 
K1 = . Konstante K1 pri vseh ple-

-

D.
Konstanta K2 je produkt vertikalne gostote pletiva Dv in dolžine 

zanke ℓ K2

-

jo le pletiva iz prej brez elastanskega jedra ustrezno vrednost kon-

stante K2 , K2 = 
relaksirano pa K2 = K2 pri vseh pletivih iz prej z ela-

velikega povečanja vertikalne gostote pletiva Dv

Konstanta K3 je produkt horizontalne gostote pletiva Dh in dolži-

ne zanke ℓ. K3 -

iz prej brez elastanskega jedra približujejo priporočeni vrednosti 

konstante K3 K3 = -

kro relaksirano pa K3 = K3 pri vseh pletivih iz prej z 

K2

se odstopanje poveča zaradi povečanja horizontalne gostote pleti-

va Dh -

-

K2 

kot pri K3

Konstanta K4 K2 in K3 in hkrati nasprotna vre-

C, katerega vrednosti v odvisnosti 

-

poročena vrednost K4 za suho relaksirano pletivo je K4 = , za 

K4 = 
izračunane vrednosti K4 za pletiva iz prej brez elastanskega jedra, 

-

tenih in suho relaksiranih iz poliakrilonitrilnih prej, od priporoče-

-

-

-

-

-

compared to the equivalent knitted fabrics 

made from elastane core yarns. �e area loop 

modules δpl of dense knitted and loose knitted 

fabrics made from elastane core yarns (Sam-

ples 1–6) do not di%er signi�cantly. Yet, the 

area loop modules δpl of the loose knitted fab-

rics made from yarns without the elastane core 

(Samples 7 and 8) are signi�cantly higher than 

the area loop modules of equivalently dense 

knitted fabrics. In all cases, the area loop mod-

ule δpl decreases with wet relaxation. 

�e volume loop module is the ratio between 

the rectangular solid that limits the loop vol-

ume and the volume of the yarn forming the 

knitted loop within the fabric. It describes the 

voluminosity of the knitted structure. A high-

er value of the volume loop module indicates 

a more open knitted structure. From Table 4, 

it can be seen that the volume loop module de-

creases with wet relaxation. �e decrease is es-

pecially evident with fabrics made from elas-

tane core yarns which shrink considerably 

during the wet a�er-treatment and at the same 

time, their yarn diameter (thickness) increases 

considerably. �e volume loop modules δv of the 

knitted fabrics made from yarns without elas-

tane are considerably higher than those of the 

knitted fabrics made from elastane core yarns. 

�e knitted fabrics made from yarns without 

the elastane core are more open. 

Munden de�ned his constants for the dry and 

wet relaxed knitted fabrics on the basis of ex-

tensive experimental work; however, he did not 

determine their values for an open, normal and 

compact knitted structure. As he de�ned his 

constants on the basis of real applicable knitted 

fabrics made from yarns without the elastane 

core, they presumably describe normal to slight-

ly compact knitted structure which is produced 

most commonly.

K1 represents a product between the area den-

sity of the knitted fabric D and the square of 

the loop length ℓ2. As the loop length of the fab-

rics made from yarns without the elastane core 

changes only slightly with relaxation, the K1 in-

crease signi�es the area density increase. From 

Table 5, it follows that only the knitted fabrics 

made from yarns without the elastane core ex-

hibit an adequate value of the constant K1, 

which is K1 = 19.0 for the dry relaxed fabrics 
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-

-

-

α < 
-

-

rino zanke A < dpr

 ≤ α ≤ 

α < 
-

tiva iz prstanskih prej brez elastanskega jedra se približujejo ideal-

(α = 
prstanskih prej brez elastanskega jedra prečno ohlapna, saj je α > 4.

β < 
3,

B 
<  dpr -

 ≤ β ≤

β < -

-

stanskih prej brez elastanskega jedra so vzdolžno zbita, a se bližajo 

(β = -

ka pletiva iz prstanskih prej brez elastanskega jedra vzdolžno ohla-

β > 

δ = 
δ = -

δ -

 

 

δ <  

-

and K1 = 21.6 for the wet relaxed (consolidated) 

knitted fabrics. �e constants K1 of all knitted 

fabrics made from elastane core yarns exceed-

ingly di%er from the recommended value. �e 

di%erence even increases with wet relaxation 

(consolidation), due to a signi�cant increase in 

the area density D.

�e constant K2 is a product of the vertical den-

sity of the knitted fabric Dv and the loop length 

ℓ. �e K2 increase at the unchanged loop length 

value signi�es a more lengthwise compact knit-

ted structure. From Table 5, it can be seen that 

only the knitted fabrics made from yarns with-

out the elastane core exhibit an adequate value 

of the constant K2, which is K2 = 5.0 for the dry 

relaxed knitted fabrics and K2 = 5.3 for the wet 

relaxed (consolidated) knitted fabrics. �e con-

stants K2 of all knitted fabrics made from elas-

tane core yarns exceedingly di%er from the rec-

ommended value. �e di%erence even increases 

with wet relaxation (consolidation), due to a 

signi�cant increase in the vertical density Dv.

�e constant K3 is a product of the horizon-

tal density of the knitted fabric Dh and the loop 

length ℓ. �e K3 increase at the unchanged loop 

length value signi�es a more widthwise com-

pact knitted structure. From Table 5, it can be 

seen that only the knitted fabrics made from 

yarns without the elastane core exhibit the val-

ue of the constant K3 which is close to the rec-

ommended value K3 = 5.0 for the dry relaxed 

knitted fabrics and K3 = 5.3 for the wet relaxed 

(consolidated) knitted fabrics. �e constants K3 

of all knitted fabrics made from elastane core 

yarns exceedingly di%er from the recommended  

Table 6: De�nition of parameters of supercompact, compact, normal and open structure

structure

open

K (tex ) K K K K

α α α α α

β β β β β

δ δ δ δ δ

δpl δpl δpl  δpl  δpl  

δv δv 
δv  

δv  
δv  
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-

δpl < -

δpl = -

-

δpl < 
δv <  

Ohlapno strukturo, za katero velja δ
v 

δv < 

-

K = Tt
 / ℓ. K > 

K 

za superzbito pletivo K > 

Science of knitting
-

Journal of the Textile Institute

-

Textile Research Journal
 

Textile Research Journal

Journal of the Textile Institute

Teorii perelpletenii i analiz trikotaža

Journal of the 
Textile Institute

-

Textile Research Journal, 

-

Textile Research Journal
-

Textile Research Journal

value; nevertheless, the di%erence is small-

er than with K2. �e di%erence even increas-

es with wet relaxation, due to a signi�cant 

increase in the horizontal density Dh. �e de-

viation from the recommended value of the 

Munden constant and the increase in the con-

stant value with wet relaxation (consolidation) 

is more distinctive for the constant K2 than for 

the constant K3 with the knitted fabrics made 

from elastane core yarns. �is signi�es that the 

knitted fabrics made from these yarns are more 

compact lengthwise than widthwise.

�e constant K4 is the ratio between K2 and 

K3, and simultaneously the inverse value of the 

knitted fabric density coe&cient C. Its values 

in dependence on the yarn type, knitted fabric 

structure and the relaxation process are shown 

in Table 3. �e recommended value of K4 is K4 

= 1.32 for the dry relaxed fabric and K4 = 1.29 

for the wet relaxed (consolidated) fabric. �e 

calculated values of K4 for the knitted fabrics 

made from yarns without elastane correspond 

the most to these recommended values. �e 

constants K4 of the knitted fabrics made from 

elastane core yarns deviate signi�cantly from 

the recommended values except for some loose 

knitted and dry relaxed knitted fabrics made 

from polyacrylonitrile yarns.

5 Conclusions

�e shrinkage of knitted fabrics made from 

highly elastic yarns with the elastane core af-

ter the knitting and above all, a�er the wet re-

laxation (consolidation) is signi�cantly higher 

than the shrinkage of the knitted fabric made 

from yarns without the elastane core. �e con-

sequence is the anticipated signi�cant deviation 

of the loop parameters and structural parame-

ters of knitted fabrics made from elastane core 

yarns from the loop and structural parameters 

of knitted fabrics made from yarns without the 

elastane core. A normal to open structure con-

verts to a compact or a very compact structure 

a�er the dry or dry and wet relaxation. A very 

compact knitted structure can be de�ned as a 

supercompact structure.

On the basis of the gathered values of the knit-

ted fabric parameters (Tables 3–5), the param-

eters for a supercompact, compact, normal and 
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open knitted structure can be determined. �ey 

are presented in Table 6.

�e width loop module α denotes the widthwise 

compactness of the knitted fabric if α < 4. All 

the investigated knitted fabrics made from elas-

tane core yarns, dense and loose, dry and dry 

& wet relaxed (consolidated) exhibit the loop 

width A < 4dpr. �e dense and loose dry relaxed 

knitted fabrics made from elastane core yarns 

have 2 ≤ α ≤ 4, which can be indicated as a 

widthwise compact structure. �e dense and 

loose dry & wet relaxed (consolidated) knitted 

fabrics made from elastane core yarns exhibit α 

< 2 which can be denoted as a widthwise su-

percompact structure. �e dense knitted fabrics 

made from yarns without the elastane core ap-

proach the ideal widthwise-normal structure (α 

= 4), while the loose knitted fabrics made from 

yarns without the elastane core are widthwise 

open, as α > 4.

�e height loop module β denotes a length-

wise compactness of the knitted fabric if β < 

3.46. All the investigated knitted fabrics made 

from elastane core yarns, dense and loose, dry 

and dry & wet relaxed (consolidated) exhib-

it the loop height B < 3.46 dpr. �e dense and 

loose dry relaxed knitted fabrics made from 

elastane core yarns have 1 ≤ β ≤ 3, which can 

be indicated as a lengthwise compact structure. 

�e dense and loose dry & wet relaxed (consol-

idated) knitted fabrics from elastane core yarns 

have β < 1, which can be denoted as a length-

wise supercompact structure. �e dense knitted 

fabrics made from yarns without the elastane 

core are lengthwise compact, however, they ap-

proach the ideal lengthwise-normal structure 

(β = 3.46). �e loose knitted fabrics made from 

yarns without the elastane core are lengthwise 

loose, as in most cases β > 3.46.

�e ideal linear loop module is δ = 16.6–17.3 

according to the loop models of Peirce [4], 

Dalidovič [6, 23] and Vekassy [39], while ac-

cording to Vekassy, the compact knitted fabric 

linear loop module is δ = 13.4 [39]. �e line-

ar loop module δ of all knitted fabrics made 

from elastane core yarns, dense and loose, dry 

and dry & wet relaxed (consolidated) is δ < 

16.6. �e knitted fabrics with δ < 9.5 can be de-

noted as supercompact. �erefore, the wet re-

laxed (consolidated) dense knitted fabrics made 

-
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from elastane core yarns exhibit a supercom-

pact structure. �e dry relaxed dense knitted 

fabrics made from elastane core yarns, and the 

dry & wet relaxed (consolidated) loose knitted 

fabrics made from elastane core yarns exhibit a 

compact structure. A normal to open structure 

is exhibited by loose knitted fabrics made from 

yarns without the elastane core, while a com-

pact to normal structure is exhibited by dense 

knitted fabrics made from yarns without the 

elastane core. 

�e area loop module denotes a compact knit-

ted structure if δpl < 1. An approximately nor-

mal structure for which δpl = 1 is exhibited by 

loose knitted fabrics made from yarns without 

the elastane core. A normal to compact struc-

ture is exhibited by dense knitted fabrics made 

from yarns without the elastane core. �e wet 

relaxed (consolidated) knitted fabrics made 

from elastane core yarns have δpl < 0.2 and can 

be denoted as supercompact structures. 

�e volume loop module denotes a compact 

structure if δv < 1. An open structure for which 

δv > 1 is exhibited by dense and loose, dry & 

wet relaxed (consolidated) knitted fabrics made 

from yarns without the elastane core. Knitted 

fabrics that have δv < 0.5 can be denoted as su-

percompact – dense and loose wet relaxed (con-

solidated) knitted fabrics made from elastane 

core yarns can be classi�ed into this group. A 

compact to normal structure is exhibited by 

dense and loose knitted dry relaxed knitted fab-

rics made from elastane core yarns. 

�e knitted fabric cover factor is K = Tt
1/2 / ℓ. 

K > 1.4 denotes a compact structure. According 

to other examined knitted fabric structural pa-

rameters, it can be de�ned that the cover factor 

for a supercompact structure is K > 1.5. 
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